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Abstract: The lamellar morphological information and subsequent melting behaviour of syndiotactic

polypropylene (s-PP) samples isothermally crystallized at crystallization temperatures ranging from

30 to 95°C have been investigated using a combination of wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD), small-

angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) techniques. Three known

methods for determining the equilibrium melting temperature Tm° , namely the Gibbs±Thomson

extrapolation, the linear Hoffman±Weeks extrapolation and the non-linear Hoffman±Weeks extra-

polation, have been employed to evaluate this important thermodynamic parameter, and the results

obtained are compared. Finally, an estimate of the equilibrium melting temperature for a perfect s-PP

sample (Tm°)100% is given.
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INTRODUCTION
The syndiotactic form of polypropylene (s-PP) was

®rst synthesized in the early 1960s by Natta and co-

workers1,2 based on Ziegler±Natta catalysis, but the

resulting polymer contained too many regio-irregular

defects (eg head-to-head/tail-to-tail type defects)

despite a fair level of syndiotactic content. A much

improved s-PP was successfully synthesized in 1988 by

Ewen et al3 who reported that highly stereo-regular

and regio-regular s-PP can be polymerized using a

novel metallocene catalysis. The new catalytic systems

have made it possible to produce s-PP with much

improved purity and yields, which led to renewed

interest in both scienti®c research (eg Rogriguez-

Arnold et al4) and industrial applications.5±10

Studies related to the crystallization process of

semicrystalline polymers are of great importance in

polymer processing, because the resulting physical

properties are strongly dependent on the morphology

formed and the extent of crystallization. It is therefore

very important to understand the processing±struc-

ture±property inter-relationships of the studied

materials. Investigations concerning the chain con-

formation, crystal structure, morphology and phase

transitions in s-PP have been reported extensively in

recent years. These studies up to 1994 were reviewed

and discussed in a publication by Rodriguez-Arnold et
al. 4 Studies on the subject of isothermal crystallization
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of s-PP include the Avrami kinetics of the crystal-

lization process,11±13 the kinetics of the linear growth

rates,12,14,15 and the morphology of the single crys-

tals.16

In this work, wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD)

and small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) techniques

were employed to determine lamellar morphological

information of s-PP samples isothermally crystallized

at various temperatures. Differential scanning calori-

metry (DSC) was used to study the melting behaviour

of these samples.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Materials
The s-PP resin (ie s-PP#4) used in this study was

synthesized using a metallocene catalyst and was

produced commercially in pellet form by Fina Oil

and Chemical Co of La Porte, Texas. Molecular

characterization data show the following molecular

weight information: Mn=81300g molÿ1, Mw=

171000g molÿ1, Mz=294000g molÿ1, and Mw/Mn=

2.1. In addition, the syndiotacticity measured by
13CNMR shows the racemic dyad content [%r] to

be 89.2%, the racemic triad content [%rr] to be

84.4%, and the racemic pentad content [%rrrr] to be

74.6%. The glass transition temperature Tg was

determined to be about ÿ6°C.13
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Figure 1. WAX diffractograms of s-PP#4 samples isothermally crystallized
at various temperatures Tc from 30 to 95°C.
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Sample preparation
Sliced pellets were melt-pressed at a pressure of about

4.6�102MNmÿ2 between a pair of polyimide ®lms,

which in turn were sandwiched between a pair of thick

metal plates in a Wabash compression moulding

machine, the temperature of which was preset at

190°C. After 10min holding time, a ®lm of about

290mm thickness was taken out and allowed to cool to

room temperature at ambient conditions between the

two metal plates. This treatment assumes that

previous thermomechanical history was essentially

erased and provides a standard crystalline memory

condition for our experiments. The samples used in

this study were cut from the as-prepared ®lm, placed

between two clean glass slides, brought to melt in a

Mettler hot-stage at a fusion temperature Tf of 190°C
for 5min to ensure complete melting,17 and then

quickly brought to crystallize isothermally in another

Mettler hot-stage calibrated to �0.5°C in the crystal-

lization temperature Tc range 30±95°C. After com-

plete crystallization at Tc the samples were quenched

in liquid nitrogen to prevent further change in crystal-

linity due to residual thermal energy. Finally, WAXD,

SAXS and DSC measurements were performed on

these samples.

Wide-angle X-ray diffraction
The WAXD technique was employed to determine the

crystal modi®cation and the apparent degree of

crystallinity in the samples prepared. The WAXD

intensity patterns were collected on a Rigaku±Denki

diffractometer (CuKa radiation, l=1.54AÊ ) equipped

with a computerized data collection and analytical

system. The operating condition of the X-ray source

was set at a voltage of 35kV and a current of 40mA.

Small-angle X-ray scattering
The SAXS intensity data of the samples prepared were

measured on the ORNL 10-m SAXS apparatus,18

which consists mainly of a pinhole-collimated CuKa
X-ray source (l=1.54AÊ ) operating at 80mA and

40kV, and a 20�20cm2 two-dimensional position-

sensitive detector with each virtual cell element about

3mm apart. A sample-to-detector distance of 5.12m

was used. The scattered intensity was stored in a

64�64 data array. Corrections were made for instru-

mental backgrounds, dark current due to cosmic

radiation and electronic noises, and detector non-

uniformity and ef®ciency (via an Fe55 radioactive

standard which emits g-rays isotropically) on a cell-by-

cell basis. The intensity data were azimuthally

averaged at each scattering vector q =(4p/l)sin(y/2)

(where l and y are the X-ray wavelength and the

scattering angle, respectively) ranging from 0.058 to

1.004nmÿ1, and were converted to an absolute

differential scattering cross-section by means of pre-

calibrated secondary standards.19

Differential scanning calorimetry
A Perkin-Elmer DSC-7 differential scanning calori-
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meter was used to record subsequent melting thermo-

grams of the samples prepared. All of the melting

thermograms were recorded using a scanning rate of

20°Cminÿ1. Temperature calibration was performed

using a pure indium standard (T �m � 156:6 �C and

DH�f � 28:5 J.gÿ1). The consistency of the tempera-

ture calibration was checked every other run to ensure

reliability and accuracy of the data obtained.
RESULTS
Figure 1 illustrates WAXD diffractograms for s-PP

samples isothermally crystallized in a Mellter hot-stage

at Tc=30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 85, 90 and 95°C.

Apparently, the characteristic crystalline peaks are

present at the scattering angles 2y=12.18�0.03°,
15.93�0.03°, 20.64 0.11° and 24.56 0.04°. By

consulting all the publications dedicated to crystal-

lographical studies of s-PP,20±34 we strongly believe

that the results shown in Fig 1 can be best described by

the limit-disordered form I26,28,30 (after the most

recent nomenclature given by De Rosa et al35), which

has an orthorhombic unit cell with axes a =14.5AÊ ,

b =5.6AÊ and c =7.4AÊ and exhibits an antichiral

packing of chains only along the a axis (see Fig 1B in

ref 35). The space group proposed for this crystal

modi®cation was Pcaa.21,27 According to this unit cell,

the characteristic X-ray peaks are observed at

2y=12.2°, 15.8°, 20.8° and 24.5°, corresponding to

d-spacing at 7.25, 5.60, 4.27 and 3.63AÊ , and to

re¯ection planes at (200), (010), (111) and (400),

respectively.

WAXD patterns not only indicate to us the crystal

modi®cation formed in these samples, but they also

suggest the apparent degree of crystallinity wWAXD

these samples possess. Intuitively, the WAXD degree

of crystallinity wWAXD can be determined from the

WAXD patterns based on the ratio of the integrated

intensities under the crystalline peaks Ac to the

integrated total intensities A (ie A =A �A , where
Polym Int 49:1473±1482 (2000)



Table 1. Experimental values of the WAXD degree of crystallinity �WAXD
c , the

maximum scattering vector qmax, the long period LB, the lamellar thickness lc
and the melting temperature Tm

Tc (°C) �WAXD
c qmax (nmÿ1) LB (nm) lc (nm) Tm (°C)

30 0.28 0.649 9.7 2.7 ±

40 0.28 0.618 10.2 2.8 106.0�0.4

50 0.30 0.586 10.7 3.2 107.1�0.2

60 0.30 0.561 11.2 3.3 108.8�0.2

70 0.29 0.533 11.8 3.4 112.1�0.6

80 0.31 0.512 12.3 3.8 116.5�0.7

85 0.33 0.508 12.4 4.1 118.5�0.7

90 0.34 0.501 12.5 4.2 120.8�0.5

95 0.33 0.498 12.6 4.2 123.3�0.7

Figure 3. Lorentz-corrected SAXS profiles (Kratky plots) of s-PP#4
samples isothermally crystallized at various temperatures Tc ranging from
30 to 95°C (see Fig 2 for key).

Syndiotactic polypropylene melt crystallization and melting
Aa is the integrated intensities under the amorphous

halo), ie

�WAXD
c � Ac

Ac � Aa

2 �0; 1� �1�

Qualitatively, an increase in size of the crystalline

scattering peaks with increasing crystallization tem-

perature (see Fig 1) suggests to us that the WAXD

degree of crystallinity �WAXD
c is an increasing function

of crystallization temperature, at least within the

temperature range studied. The quantitative results

are summarized in Table 1 and will be discussed

further in the next section.

Figure 2 shows azimuthally averaged SAXS pro®les

collected on these samples. The raw data are plotted in

Fig 2 as different geometrical dots, while solid lines

drawn through each set of data represent smoothened

pro®les. The Lorentz-corrected SAXS intensity pro-

®les (ie Kratky plots) of the experimental SAXS

intensity pro®les (see Fig 2) are shown in Fig 3. With

an assumption of a two-phase system comprising

crystalline and amorphous fractions with sharp inter-

faces, the average value of the long period LB of the

lamellar morphology (hereafter called the long period
Figure 2. Azimuthally averaged SAXS profiles of s-PP#4 samples
isothermally crystallized at various temperatures Tc from 30 to 95°C.
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LB) can be estimated from the maximum value of the

scattering vector qmax observed in the Lorentz-

corrected SAXS scattering pro®les (see Fig 3).

According to the Bragg law and the mathematical

de®nition of the scattering vector q, the long period LB

can then be calculated from the equation

LB � 2�

qmax

�2�

According to Fig 3, the fact that qmax decreases with

increasing crystallization temperature indicates that

the long period LB increases with increasing crystal-

lization temperature. The quantitative results are

summarized in Table 1 and will be discussed further

in the next section.

Figure 4 illustrates the melting behaviour of these

samples during a DSC heating scan (20°Cminÿ1). For
Figure 4. Subsequent melting thermograms observed in DSC using a
heating rate of 20°Cminÿ1 for s-PP#4 samples isothermally crystallized at
various temperatures Tc from 30 to 95°C.
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samples isothermally crystallized at Tc�90°C, three

melting endotherms are observed, while only two

melting endotherms are present in the sample iso-

thermally crystallized at Tc=95°C. According to our

recent work,36 the minor endotherm (the peak

temperature of which is denoted in ref 36 as the minor

peak temperature Tl) located close to the correspond-

ing crystallization temperature Tc, represents the

melting of the secondary crystallites formed at Tc.

The low-temperature melting endotherm (the peak

temperature of which is denoted in ref 36 as the low-

melting peak temperature Tml) corresponds to the

melting of the primary crystallites formed at Tc, while

the high-temperature melting endotherm (the peak

temperature of which is denoted in ref 36 as the high-

melting peak temperature Tmh) is attributed to the

melting of the crystallites recrystallized during a

heating scan. Thus, the triple-melting behaviour of s-

PP observed in subsequent melting endotherms in

DSC may be best described as the contributions from:

(i) melting of the secondary crystallites and their

recrystallization, (ii) partial melting of the less stable

fraction of the primary crystallites and their recrystal-

lization; (iii) melting of the primary crystallites; and

lastly (iv) remelting of the recrystallized crystallites

formed during the heating scan.

At this point, one may question the integrity of the

Tml values corresponding to peak temperatures,

obtained from DSC scans at 20°Cminÿ1, of the

melting endotherms of primary crystallites formed at

Tc. As a ®rst approximation, the apparent melting

temperature should vary with the heating rate used

because it should affect the positions of maxima (or

minima) of the corresponding melting and re-crystal-

lization processes. We have previously demonstrated36

that, for samples isothermally crystallized at Tc=75

and 95°C, the apparent melting temperatures of the

primary crystallites (Tml) were not greatly affected by

changes in the heating rate used, even though a very

slight increase with increasing heating rate was

observed (eg for samples isothermally crystallized at

75°C, Tml=113.3°C when the heating rate used

was 5°Cminÿ1, whereas Tml=114.0°C when it was

20°Cminÿ1), presumably a result of the superheating

effect. Based on this observation, it is legitimate to

conclude that the peak temperatures of the melting

endotherms of primary crystallites (Tml) obtained from

DSC scans at 20°Cminÿ1 are credible and reliable,

and these peak values will be further analysed

accordingly.
DISCUSSION
Table 1 summarizes values of the WAXD degree of

crystallinity �WAXD
c , the maximum scattering vector

qmax, the long period LB and the melting (peak)

temperature of the primary crystallites formed at the

corresponding Tc (ie the peak temperature of the low-

temperature melting endotherm Tml=Tm). If the

assumption of the two-phase system is valid for
1476
describing the lamellar morphology of s-PP samples

isothermally crystallized within the temperature range

studied, the thickness of mature crystals lc (lamellar

thickness) can be evaluated as the multiplication

product of the WAXD degree of crystallinity and the

long period, ie

lc � LB�
WAXD
c �3�

The lamellar thicknesses lc calculated using eqn (3) are

also summarized in Table 1. It is apparent, according

to Table 1, that the degree of crystallinity �WAXD
c , the

long period LB, the lamellar thickness lc and the

melting temperature Tm are all found to increase with

increasing crystallization temperature, at least within

the temperature range studied. This is because crystals

formed at high crystallization temperatures Tc are

more stable (thicker) than those formed at lower Tc.

Because the lamellar thickness lc of the primary crystals

formed at a given Tc has a de®nite relationship with the

observed melting temperature Tm of these crystals

according to the Gibbs±Thomson equation.37

Tm � T �m
�

1ÿ 2�GT
e

DH�f
� 1
lc

�
�4�

where T �m is the equilibrium melting temperature (ie

the melting temperature of the crystalline lamellae of

in®nite thickness), �GT
e is the interfacial free energy for

forming the basal plane of mature crystals and DH�f is

the equilibrium enthalpy of fusion for the crystalline

phase, the observed melting temperature of the

primary crystals is then expected to increase with

increasing crystallization temperature Tc. It is worth

mentioning that eqn (4) is valid only for lamellae

whose lateral dimensions (ie the width of the growth

fronts) are much larger than their thickness, which we

believe is true for s-PP.

According to eqn (4), the equilibrium melting

temperature T �m of the polymer of interest may be

evaluated more accurately by extrapolating a plot of

the observed melting temperature Tm versus the

reciprocal value of the lamellar thickness lÿ1
c (ie Tm

versus lÿ1
c plot) to lÿ1

c � 0, at which point the y-

intercept is taken as the value of the equilibrium

melting temperature T �m. Figure 5 shows a Gibbs±

Thomson plot of the observed Tm lÿ1
c data summar-

ized in Table 1. The bulk of the data were ®tted to a

linear curve-®tting procedure and are given by (ie the

line Tm�lÿ1
c �)

Tm�lÿ1
c � � 166:3ÿ 189:2

lc
�r2 � 0:979� �5�

It should be noted that the units of Tm and lc are°C and

nm, respectively. Accordingly, eqn (5) gives us the

value of the equilibrium melting temperature TGT
m (ie

Tm�lÿ1
c ! 0�) to be 166.3�0.5°C (data points at

Tc=30, 40 and 50°C are excluded from the extra-

polation on the basis that the low-temperature melting

endotherms are not well resolved).

According to eqn (4), the basal interfacial free
Polym Int 49:1473±1482 (2000)
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Figure 5. Relations between the inverse lamellar thickness lÿ1
c , the

observed melting temperature Tm, and the crystallization temperature Tc

obtained for s-PP#4 samples isothermally crystallized at various
temperatures Tc from 60 to 95°C. T1 represents Tm�lÿ1

c ! 0�;T2

represents Tc�lÿ1
c ! 0�, and T3 represent TLHW

m .

Syndiotactic polypropylene melt crystallization and melting
energy �GT
e can also be evaluated from the slope of the

line Tm�lÿ1
c � (see eqn 5), provided that the value of the

equilibrium enthalpy of fusion DH�f is known a priori.
In principle, the value of the equilibrium enthalpy of

fusion DH�f can be estimated from the observed

enthalpy of fusion DHf and a knowledge of the degree

of crystallinity, ie

DH�f �
DHf

�WAXD
c

�6�

In this case, we have chosen the enthalpy of fusion of

the sample crystallized at Tc=95°C (ie DHf=36.5�
0.2Jgÿ1) based on the fact that the enthalpic con-

tribution from the melting of the crystals recrystallized

during the heating scan is minimal compared to

samples crystallized at lower temperatures. According

to eqn (6), the equilibrium enthalpy of fusion DH�f for

this particular s-PP resin is then found to be about

109.3�0.5Jgÿ1 or 4.6kJmolÿ1, and ®nally gives us

the value of the basal interfacial free energy �GT
e as

about 57.8�0.3mJmÿ2.

Analogous to the apparent linear relationship in the

plot of the observed Tm lÿ1
c data, a plot of the

crystallization temperature Tc as a function of the

reciprocal value of the lamellar thickness lÿ1
c , also

shown in Fig 5, clearly demonstrates that a linear

relationship in the Tc lÿ1
c data is also observed.

Clearly, the bulk of the data can be described by a

linear relationship similar to the line Tm�lÿ1
c � (as

dictated by eqn (4)). When curve-®tting the bulk of

the data to a linear relationship similar to that

exhibited in eqn (5), the following equation (ie the

line Tc�lÿ1
c �) is obtained:

Tc�lÿ1
c � � 199:2ÿ 454:6

lc
�r2 � 0:981� �7�
Polym Int 49:1473±1482 (2000)
Again, the units of Tc and lc are °C and nm,

respectively. Although the line Tc�lÿ1
c � does not have

theoretical support at this point (even though the

relationship between Tc and lc may be described to

some extent by eqn (10)), some interesting experi-

mental observations related to the relationship be-

tween the lines Tc�lÿ1
c � and Tm�lÿ1

c � have to be

addressed.

First, a crossing of the lines Tc�lÿ1
c � and Tm�lÿ1

c � at a

®nite lamellar thickness (ie lTm�Tc
c � 8:1 nm) is evident

in Fig 5. By referring to the linear Hoffman±Weeks

extrapolation method38 (see later), the crossing of the

lines Tc�lÿ1
c � and Tm�lÿ1

c � gives us nothing else but the

value of the equilibrium melting temperature T �m
according to this method (ie TLHW

m � 142:8�C).

Clearly, this value is much lower than that obtained

from the Gibbs±Thomson extrapolation (ie

T GT
m � 166:3�C versus TLHW

m � 142:8�C). The fact

that the TLHW
m value was found at a ®nite value of the

lamellar thickness led Schmidtke et al39 to suggest that

the TLHW
m value only represents the temperature at

which point the crystal growth mechanism is free from

the kinetic effects such that perfect crystals are

immediately formed. Based on this notion, the TLHW
m

value obtained from the linear Hoffman±Weeks

procedure does not necessarily represent the true

equilibrium melting temperature T �m of the polymer of

interest, but may be taken as a lower limit (ie

T �m > 142:8�C for this particular s-PP resin).

Secondly, it was shown in a recent work by Hauser et
al40 that the relationship between the crystallization

temperature Tc and the reciprocal value of the lamellar

thickness lÿ1
c , in the form of the line Tc�lÿ1

c �, for s-PP

and syndiotactic poly(propene-co-octene) (s-P(P-co-

O)) samples of varying defect contents fall on a

common line (see Fig 12 in ref 40 or Fig 1 in ref

41). They found that the extrapolation of the common

line Tc�lÿ1
c � to lÿ1

c � 0 gives a value (ie

Tc�lÿ1
c ! 0� 6� 193�C according to eqn (31) in ref

39) approaching that of the equilibrium melting

temperature T �m of a perfect s-PP (ie

�T �m�100% � 196�C39,40). Surprisingly, extrapolation

of our Tc lÿ1
c data to lÿ1

c � 0 suggests the value of

Tc�lÿ1
c ! 0� to be 199.2°C, which is very close to the

value given by Schmidtke et al. 39 Comparison of eqn

(7) which describes the relationship of the Tc lÿ1
c data

of our s-PP resin with eqn (31) in ref 39 which

describes the relationship of the Tc lÿ1
c data of s-PP

and s-P(P-co-O) resins used in ref 40, suggests to us

that our data line up extremely well on the common

line Tc�lÿ1
c � shown in Fig 12 in ref 40 or Fig 1 in ref 41,

with our Tc lÿ1
c data being very comparable to those of

the s-P(P-co-O)15 sample which has a comparable

amount of total defects to our s-PP sample (ie 9.4%

(mol of total defects) in s-P(P-co-O)15 versus 11.8%

(mol of meso defects) in our sample).

Let us now pay closer attention to the relationship

between the observed melting temperature Tm and the

crystallization temperature Tc. Two methods have

been proposed to describe the observed T ±T data,
1477



Figure 6. Plot of the observed melting temperature Tm as a function of the
crystallization temperature Tc (without the data points at Tc=30, 40 and
50°C). The dashed line is the linear Hoffman–Weeks extrapolation based
on experimental data points (*). The solid line is the non-linear Hoffman-
Weeks extrapolation calculated using bm=1, a =2.34 and TNLHW

m �
184.7°C. The dotted line is the linear Hoffman–Weeks extrapolation based
on experimental data of this work (*) and those reported earlier in refs 13
and 36 (not shown). The dashed-dotted line is the non-linear Hoffman-
Weeks extrapolation calculated using bm=1, a =2.25 and
TNLHW

m � 186:6 �C.
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and obtain the equilibrium melting temperature T �m of

the polymer of interest as a result. These methods are

(i) the linear Hoffman±Weeks extrapolation (LHW,

see eqn (8)),38 and (ii) the non-linear Hoffman±Weeks

extrapolation (NLHW).42

In the LHW extrapolation method, if lcr
c denotes the

critical lamellar thickness as dictated in the classical

Lauritzen±Hoffman secondary nucleation theory (the

LH secondary nucleation theory),37 to prevent the

growing crystal from melting at its own crystallization

temperature Tc the average initial lamellar thickness l�c
has to be some number (dlc) greater than the critical

lamellar thickness. This results in the average initial

lamellar thickness l�c observed at an arbitrary Tc being

in the form

l�c �
2�LH

e

Df
� �lc � 2�LH

e T �m
DH�f DT

� �lc �8�

where Df is the free enthalpy per unit volume of the

crystal, �LH
e is the interfacial free energy for forming

the basal plane of initial crystals, and dlc is a quantity

related to very small thickening of the crystals and is a

very weak function of temperature.

If the thickening behaviour of the crystals can be

expressed by an introduction of the thickening ratio

bLHW � lc=l
�
c � 1 (for a coherent two-dimensional

nucleation process), the observed melting point Tm

of a crystal which has been thickened by a factor

bLHW can be expressed by

Tm � T �m
�

1ÿ 2�LH
e

DH�f
� 1

bLHWl�c

�
�9�

In the case where bLHW equals unity and dlc equals

zero (ie non-thickening), the basal interfacial free

energy given in eqn (4)��GT
e � should be equivalent to

that appearing in eqn (9)��LH
e � and the crystals

growing at an arbitrary crystallization temperature Tc

will melt simulateneously (ie Tm=Tc); thus eqn (9)

becomes

Tc � T �m
�

1ÿ 2�LH
e

DH�f
� 1
l�c

�
�10�

Based on eqns (9) and (10), Hoffman and Weeks38

were able to derive a very useful equation which allows

determination of the equilibrium melting temperature

T �m from a series of the observed melting temperatures

Tm of crystals crystallized at crystallization tempera-

tures Tc:

Tm � Tc

2bLHW
� T �m

h
1ÿ 1

2bLHW

i
�11�

According to eqn (11), linear extrapolation of ob-

served Tm±Tc data to the line Tm=Tc yields the

equilibrium melting temperature T �m value, and yields

the thickening ratio bLHW from the slope. This type of

plot is hereafter referred to as the LHW extrapolation.

The factor 2 in eqn (11) suggests that the thickness of
1478
the crystals undergoing melting is approximately

double that of the initial critical thickness.

We have carried out the LHW extrapolation on our

observed Tm±Tc data listed in Table 1 and show the

result in Fig 6. According to the extrapolation, the

equilibrium melting temperature as suggested by this

method is found to be TLHW
m � 142:8 �C with the

thickening ratio bLHW and the correlation coef®cient

of the ®t r2 being 1.2 and 0.998, respectively (see

dashed line in Fig 6). If two other sets of the observed

Tm±Tc data (which we measured earlier using DSC;

see Table 4 in ref 13 and Table 1 in ref 36) are

included in the extrapolation, the resulting values of

T LHW
m , bLHW and r2 are respectively found to be

143.9°C, 1.2 and 0.998 (see dotted line in Fig 6). The

fact that the difference in the two TLHW
m values is only

about 1°C suggests to us that the data collected in this

work and the other two reports are satisfactorily

reliable and accurate.

We have mentioned previously that the equilibrium

melting temperature suggested by the LHW extra-

polation method �TLHW
m � does not represent the true

equilibrium melting temperature T �m of the polymer of

interest, because it was shown in our case that the

TLHW
m value was found at a ®nite value of the lamellar

thickness (ie lTmÿTc
c � 8:1 nm). Moreover, Marand et

al42 recently demonstrated using high density poly-

ethylene (HDPE) as the model system that the

accuracy of the TLHW
m value to the true equilibrium

melting temperature T �m depends signi®cantly on the

range of the observed Tm±Tc data. The closer this

range is to the true equilibrium melting temperature

T �m, the better is the accuracy of the TLHW
m value
Polym Int 49:1473±1482 (2000)
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obtained. In practice, however, the closer the range of

the observed Tm±Tc data is to the true equilibrium

melting temperature T �m, the more extensive the

lamellar thickening process becomes, especially in

the cases of ¯exible semi-crystalline polymers which

exhibit signi®cant a relaxation (eg HDPE, isotactic

polypropylene (i-PP)).

In HDPE, the lamellar thickening process is

responsible for the curvature observed in the observed

Tm±Tc data when they are collected over a wide

enough temperature range and, according to Alamo et
al,43 these data can be divided into three regions. The

®rst region corresponds to the lowest crystallization

temperature range, within which the thickness of the

crystallites is less sensitive to changes in Tc; therefore

the observed Tm is essentially only slightly dependent

on Tc. The second region corresponds to the highest

crystallization temperature range within which pro-

longed crystallization time is needed to allow for the

completion of the crystallization process; during this

time period, the initial nuclei can undergo excessive

thickening even before the bulk reaches 5±10%

crystallinity.43 The extent of the thickening process is

a function of both time and crystallization tempera-

ture. The third region corresponds to the temperature

range intermediate to both extremes. In this range,

linearity in the plot of observed Tm versus Tc is evident,

and it is the region to which the LHW procedure is

usually applied.

Even though Alamo et al43 provided to some extent

an explanation on the curvature observed in the Tm±Tc

data, they did not provide a solution to cope with this

experimental fact. Recently, Marand et al42 have been

able to provide a theoretical explanation for the

curvature observed in the Tm±Tc data collected over

a wide temperature range and a convincing demon-

stration of the new theory on HDPE which they have

chosen as their model system. In addition, the theory

provides a new method for determining the equili-

brium melting temperature T �m of the polymer of

interest from the observed Tm±Tc data. This method is

hereafter called the non-linear Hoffman±Weeks

(NLHW) extrapolation. Recently, Xu et al44 success-

fully applied the NLHW extrapolative procedure to

obtain an equilibrium melting temperature T �m of

Ziegler±Natta catalysed i-PP of around 212°C.

Based on the proposition made by Lauritzen and

Passaglia45 on stem length ¯uctuations during chain

folding, the basal interfacial free energy associated

with a nucleus of critical size �LP
e accounting for the

extra lateral surface free energy due to fold protrusion

and for the mixing entropy associated with stems of

different lengths can be expressed as a function of

undercooling as

�LP
e � �1

e�1� �DT� �12�

where �1
e is the interfacial energy associated with the

basal plane of the initial crystals and can be estimated

from the slope of l�c versus DTÿ1,37,46 and z is a
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temperature coef®cient of roughly 0.0025Kÿ1 esti-

mated for the case of HDPE.37,46 In the case of fold

protrusion, the basal interfacial free energy �LH
e as

given in eqn (8) needs to be corrected with �LP
e , which

results in the average initial lamellar thickness being in

the form

l�c �
2�1

eT �m
DH�f DT

� 2�1
e�T

�
m

DH�f
� �lc � D1

DT
�D2 �13�

where D1 and D2 are constants, and all other

parameters are the same as previously de®ned.

Equation (13) is able to explain the discrepancy

between the thickening parameter measured experi-

mentally (D2 in eqn (13)) and that calculated based on

the previous theoretical postulation (dlc in eqn (8)).42

Combination of eqns (4), (12) and (13) led Marand

et al42 to propose a new method, the so-called NLHW

extrapolation, for the analysis of observed Tm±Tc data

based on the equation of the form

T �m
T �m ÿ Tm

� �m �1
e

�GT
e

h T �m
T �m ÿ Tc

�D2DH�f
2�1

e

i
(14a)

or in a simpler form

M � �m �1
e

�GT
e

�X � a� (14b)

where bm is the thickening ratio and has the same

phisical meaning as bLHW used earlier, and all other

parameters are the same as previously de®ned. It is

worth noting that for most cases it is safe to assume

that �1
e � �GT

e � �LH
e .42 Precautionary remarks for

using the NLHW procedure were addressed in detail

in the original publication by Marand et al. 42

To apply eqn (14) for analysing the experimental

Tm±Tc data in real polymer systems, the observed Tm

data need to be collected from samples crystallized at

different temperatures but having the same lamellar

thickening coef®cient bm. For each set of the observed

Tm±Tc data, corresponding values of M and X in eqn

(14) can be calculated for a given choice of the

equilibrium melting temperature T �m. For the case of

�1
e � �GT

e , the true equilibrium melting temperature

T �m is taken as the seed T �m value which results in the

plot of M versus X being a straight line with a slope of

unity (ie bm=1) and an intercept of a (ie

a � D2DH�f =2�
1
e). Because we have shown previously

that lamellar thickening does not occur in s-PP during

isothermal crystallization, at least within the tempera-

ture range studied, it is reasonable to assume that the

observed Tm data summarized in Table 1 were

collected from lamellae having the same thickening

coef®cient bm, thus enabling them to be analysed using

this method.

Figure 7 shows variation of the M versus X,

calculated from the data shown in Table 1 according

to eqn (14), for different choices of the seed

temperature. The equilibrium melting temperature

as suggested by this method, TNLHW
m , for this

particular s-PP sample is found to be 184.7°C (for
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Figure 7. Plots of the scaled observed melting temperature
M � T�m=�T�m ÿ Tm� against the scaled crystallization temperature
X � T�m=�T�m ÿ Tc�for various choices of the seeded equilibrium melting
temperature T �m for the observed TmÿTc data of this work (without the data
points at Tc=30,40 and 50°C).

Figure 8. Plots of the scaled observed melting temperature
M � T�m=�T�m ÿ Tm� against the scaled crystallization temperature
X � T�m=�T�m ÿ Tc� for various choices of the seeded equilibrium melting
temperature T�m for the observed Tm–Tc data of this work (*) and those
reported earlier in refs 13 (&) and 36 (�).

Figure 9. Plot of lamellar thickness lc as a function of the crystallization
temperature Tc (without the data points at Tc=30, 40 and 50°C). The dotted
and dashed lines are the best fits of the experimental data (*) according to
eqn (13) when T�m is taken as 166.3°C and 184.7°C, respectively. The solid
line is the estimated curve calculated according to eqn (13) using
�1

e � �GT
e � 57:8 mJ mÿ2;T�m � 184:7 �C;�H�f � 4:6 kJ molÿ1 and a =2.34.
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bm=1). The value of a associated with the resulting T �m
value can be determined from the y-intercept of the

plot of M versus X and it is found to be 2.34. The

NLHW extrapolation of the observed Tm±Tc data

summarized in Table 1 is also shown in Fig 6 as the

solid line. It should be noted that the correlation

coef®cient r2 of the ®t obtained for both methods

suggests that the NLHW extrapolation gives a better

®t to the set of the data than the LHW extrapolation

(r2=0.999 in NLHW versus r2=0.998 in LHW).

Again, if we are to include in the extrapolation the

two other sets of observed Tm±Tc data we measured

earlier using DSC (see Table 4 in ref 13 and Table 1 in

ref 36), the values of T NLHW
m , a and r2 which result in

bm being unity are respectively found to be 186.6°C,

2.25 and 0.999. Plots of M versus X, calculated for all

the data sets, for different choices of seed temperature

are shown in Fig 8, while the resulting NLHW

extrapolation is presented in plots shown in Fig 6 as

the dashed-dotted line (raw data for the two other sets

of data are not shown).

Finally, we would like to end our discussion with the

observed temperature dependence of the initial lamellar

thickness l�c . Because we have shown in our previous

work36 using DSC that the lamellar thickness of s-PP

does not increase during crystallization, it is reasonable

to assume that the initial lamellar thickness l�c is

equivalent to the experimental values of the lamellar

thickness lc summarized in Table 1. This allows us to

model the experimental data according to eqn (13). To

use eqn (13) to ®t the experimental data, a priori
knowledge of the equilibrium melting temperature T �m
is required. In this work, we have shown that by using

different methods to determine the equilibrium melting

temperature T �m four different values are obtained: (i)

from the Gibbs±Thomson extrapolation method,

TGT
m � Tm�lÿ1

c ! 0� � 166:3 �C; (ii) from the extrapo-

lationofTc lÿ1
c data to lÿ1

c � 0;Tc�lÿ1
c ! 0�=199:2 �C;
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(iii) from the LHW extrapolation method,

T LHW
m � 142:8 �C; and (iv) from the NLHW extrapola-

tion method, TNLHW
m � 184:7 �C. Of the four values,

only TGT
m � 166:3 �C and TNLHW

m � 184:7 �C have a

solid theoretical basis, and either of the values can

therefore be taken as the true equilibrium melting

temperature T �m of this particular s-PP resin. We do not,

however, have an explanation for the discrepancy

between the two values at present.

Figure 9 shows a plot of the lamellar thickness lc as a

function of crystallization temperature Tc (data points

at Tc=30, 40 and 50°C are excluded from the plot).

According to the best ®t for a given choice of the true

equilibrium melting temperature T � the temperature
Polym Int 49:1473±1482 (2000)
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dependence of the initial lamellar thickness l�c for s-PP

can be written as

l�c �
2248:2

166:3ÿ Tc

� 11:9 �r2 � 0:972� �15�

or

l�c �
3321:7

184:7ÿ Tc

� 6:3 �r2 � 0:975� �16�

if choices of T �m � 166:3 �C and 184.7°C are used,

respectively. It should be noted that the units of l�c and

Tc in eqns (15) and (16) are AÊ and °C, respectively.

Instead, if we are to estimate the temperature

dependence of the initial lamellar thickness l�c for s-

PP based on theoretical ground (ie D1 � 2�1
eT �m=DH0

f

and D2 � 2�1
ea=DH0

f , where �1
e � �GT

e � 57:8 mJ mÿ2,

T �m � 184:7 �C;DH0
f � 4:6 kJ molÿ1 and a =2.34), we

arrive at the following equation:

l�c �
2100:7

184:7ÿ Tc

� 26:6 �17�

where the units of l�c and Tc are AÊ and °C, respectively.

The estimated temperature dependence of the initial

lamellar thickness l�c for s-PP based on eqn (17) is also

plotted in Fig 9 as the solid line; evidently, the

estimation overpredicts the size of the initial lamellar

thickness l�c at a given crystallization temperature. This

discrepancy will be a subject of further investigation.
CONCLUSIONS
WAXD, SAXS and DSC techniques were employed

to investigate the lamellar morphology and subsequent

melting behaviour of s-PP samples isothermally

crystallized at temperatures ranging from 30 to

95°C. All the samples investigated were found to

crystallize in the high temperature, orthorhombic

limit-disordered form I. The degree of crystallinity

�WAXD
c , the long period LB, the lamellar thickness lc

and the melting temperature Tm were all found to

increase with increasing crystallization temperature.

The equilibrium enthalpy of fusion DH0
f was found to

be 109.3�0.5Jgÿ1 or ca. 4.6kJmolÿ1. The Gibbs±

Thomson extrapolation suggested approximate values

of the equilibrium melting temperature TGT
m and the

basal interfacial free energy �GT
e of 166.3 and

57.8mJmÿ2, respectively, while the LHW and NLHW

extrapolation methods gave approximate values of the

equilibrium melting temperature TLHW
m and TNLHW

m of

142.8°C and 184.7°C, respectively. Finally, the

equilibrium melting temperature of a perfect s-PP

sample �T � � was estimated to be about 199.2°C.
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